DATA RIGHTS REQUESTS
Weighed down by data subject requests? The Data X-Ray can
return results from across your estate in seconds.

Start searching immediately
The Data X-Ray is designed so that you can get going straight away. It takes seconds to
integrate with all major structured and unstructured datasources and it also supports a full
range of file types. No-integration options are also available with our drag and drop
freemium service at xray.ohalo.co.
Search across your data estate in seconds
The Data X-Ray’s machine learning powered search functionality lets you quickly and
eﬃciently find specific data elements that correspond to individual data subjects in a matter
of seconds, eliminating false positives and providing you with the confidence that you need
to respond eﬀectively to the data subject.
Consistent and comprehensive analysis
The Data X-Ray’s automated algorithmic analysis of your data estate, in comparison to
alternative manual or semi-automated processes, provides a highly consistent and
comprehensive level of accuracy across the whole of your data estate, helping you to
deliver the legal certainty you require.
Review, redact and export data for request response
Once the Data X-Ray has identified and located data
relevant to the subject, you can then review, redact and
export the data from the application for onward delivery to
the data subject.
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REQUEST RESPONSE IN PRACTICE
A powerful solution for responding to data subject requests identify, locate and extract relevant personal data in seconds

When a data rights request lands, all the data that you hold
is potentially in scope. With the statutory timetable ticking,
where do you start?
Most organisations try, and often fail, to respond through
manual or at best semi-automated processes that depend
on lengthy, hard-to-organise email chain enquiries.
Even when the results are finally returned, there is little
comfort for the responder that the analysis has been
discharged to the appropriate level of consistency,
comprehensiveness and accuracy.
The Data X-Ray approach
The Data X-Ray relieves these burdens by automating your data rights request response, no
matter what form the data takes or where it is located. Integration takes seconds and once
complete you can start searching across your data estate immediately.
Our machine learning powered search functionality oﬀers you total confidence in the
consistency, comprehensiveness and accuracy of your search results, providing the kind of
certainty that no manual or semi-automated process can.
Once you have identified relevant personal data from your search results that fall in scope of
the request, and should you be dealing with an access request, you can then extract and/or
redact that data before final review and onward export to the data subject.

SCHEDULE A DEMO TODAY
www.ohalo.co/demo
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